Littering is against the law. It can hurt animals.
It is important to clean up your garbage.
No one wants to be a litterbug! Color the sign below.

Hel Kee Our Pl net Cle n!
Circle all of the things that do not belong in nature.
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Don’t Litter

Don’t Be a

Litterbug
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SCIENCE

Reduce, Reuse, Rec cle

To reduce is to try to throw less trash away.
To reuse is to try to get new uses from things.
If you no longer need or want something, pass it on!
To recycle is to take something old, make it new, and use it again.

Help the newspaper find its way through
the maze to its recycle bin.
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Reduce, Reuse, Rec cle
Look at the items below. Help recycle them by sorting them
and drawing a line from each one to the correct recycle bin.

PAPER

PLASTIC

CANS
PAPER
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Se sons: S rin

During the winter, it gets very cold. It can even
snow! Circle the clothes that you would wear in
the winter. Then trace the word for the season.

During the spring, the weather starts to get
warmer and trees grow their leaves again. Rain
showers in spring help plants grow. Circle the
things that you would wear in the spring.
Then trace the word for the season.
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Se sons: Winter
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SCIENCE

Se sons: F ll

In the summer, it can get very hot.
To cool off, people like to go swimming!
Circle the clothes that you would wear in the summer.
Then trace the word for the season.

In the fall, the weather starts to get cooler
and the leaves begin to change. Circle the
clothes you would wear in the fall.
Then trace the word for the season.
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Se sons: Summer
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We ther

Draw a line to the correct season
for the objects below.

Draw a line connecting the weather to its name.
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Se sons

Sun

Summer

Fall

Rain

Wind

Snow
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P rts of Pl nts

Flowers grow from seeds. Label the drawings from 1 to 4 to show the
plant life cycle. Color the flower when you are done.

Label the parts of a flower using the words below.

roots  stem  leaf  petals
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Life C cle of Pl nts

Color the roots
Color the stem
Color the leaves
Color the petals any color you like!
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Draw a line from each animal to the sky if it can fly
or to the sea if it can swim.

Anim ls nd Their Sounds
Match the animal to the sound it makes.

oink
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Fl or Swim?

chirp
moo
meow
bark
ribbit
roar
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Be utiful Butterfl !
CRAFTS

Cut along the outside of the art, following the arrows. Fold
the wings along the dotted line. Attach a Popsicle stick to
the back of the butterfly’s body to make a puppet.
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